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Making the Most of Your Tumblelog  Is Tumblr Right For Your
Book?

 Welcome guest columnist, Karma Bennett,

Publicist, Social Media Consultant and Writer.

When I met Karma recently at a meeting for book

publicists and those interested in book publicity (like me!) I

was struck by her bubbly nature and her absolute passion

for Tumblr. So I begged to write a post on the topic. She

wrote me two! Today’s post asks if Tumblr is right for your

book. Tomorrow’s posts goes into how you can use Tumblr to attract your potentials readers

to your books. Enjoy! And let us know if you have any questions!

***

Is Tumblr Right For Your Book?
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Is Tumblr Right For Your Book?

Tumblr is the original microblog. It’s a fantastic resource for authors, and much easier to use

than other blogging platforms like WordPress and Blogger.

 

What is Tumblr?

Tumblr is a site that combines the capabilities of long- form

blogging with the quick-and-dirty link-sharing of social

networks like Facebook and Twitter. Imagine if you got rid of

all the apps, photos, games and sidebars on Facebook and

just had the lifestream. Then imagine the lifestream was

twice as big and you had a lot more control over the way your content looks. What you’d have

would be similar to Tumblr. Or working in the other direction, imagine you simplified

WordPress and focused on making the posts as easy to share with your friends as it is to

retweet a link on Twitter. This is the definition of a microblog—something between blogging

and social media.

For example, let’s say you were recently kidnapped by aliens. On a traditional blog, you

would write one long post with all your thoughts, feelings and video summarized much like a

multi-media magaz ine article. On Tumblr, you would make one post that was a video of the

space ship and another post of two paragraphs where you reflect on the human-alien

language barrier. The photos you could queue to post one every day. On Tumblr the posts

are usually shorter, and focus on one piece of media, whether it’s a photo, video, song, or

text.

The thing that makes Tumblr so addictive is the same thing that makes it fantastic for book

publicity: the reblog. It would be a big no-no to repost the entirety of someone else’s post in

the blogging community. But on Tumblr, this behavior is encouraged, the way retweets and

shares are encouraged on Twitter and Facebook.

If you see something you like, you hit the reblog button, add your own commentary at the top,
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and post it to your own Tumblr. There is also a heart option that is similar to the Facebook

like. Many people spend hours scouring the Tumblr community for content to reblog on their

own site, so if your posts are properly tagged it’s very easy for your posts to get discovered

—much easier than it would be to get discovered on, say, a Google search.

 

Who Uses Tumblr?

Tumblr is the 37th most-popular website in the world, but its audience skews young. The

typical Tumblr user is a young woman, aged 18-24, that is perusing the site from school. She

is most likely college-educated, or college-bound. If your book is about fashion, TV, politics

(especially feminism), architecture, celebrities, cooking, music or photography you should be

on Tumblr.

Any book that fits into the Lifestyle section of the newspaper would fit in. Fiction authors can

succeed with Tumblr, especially if your book appeals to a younger audience. Conversely, if

your author profile photo requires that you wear a business suit, Tumblr is probably not the

right platform for you.

Now that you have some idea of what Tumblr is and who uses it, hold tight! Tomorrow we’re

going to let you know how to make the most of your Tumblr blog.

***

Karma Bennett is a publicist, social media consultant, and writer.

She has Tumblr blogs on music, San Francisco, and writing but if

you want to see her all grown-up and profesh, check out the

page she is building from scratch at karmabennett.com. You may

find her singing and dancing in public, usually at the grocery

store.
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4 Responses to “Is Tumblr Right For Your Book?”

1. 

Ey Wade  Says: 

May 14th, 2012 at 8:46 am

Hadn’t thought o f using tumbler. I’m really impressed with the blogging feature. Thanks so much

for sharing.

2. 

Karma Bennett  Says: 

May 14th, 2012 at 10:24 am

You’re so welcome, Ey. Check back in tomorrow for some tips on working with Tumblr.

3. 

Karma Bennett  Says: 

May 14th, 2012 at 1:11 pm

Whoops! Adding another comment so I can subscribe to  comment updates.
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[...] Is Tumblr Right For Your Book by Beth Barany (resounding yes if you write YA) [...]
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Authors
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Speak

Write Your Damn Book

Writer Unboxed
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Writercpa.com Blog
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WritingSpirit.com

 I go to a book I like and click
on one of its tags to see what
other books come up.

 I type the subject, like
"knitting mysteries," in the
Amazon search bar.

 I look at the books in the
"Customers who bought this
item also bought" section.

 I look under my favorite
genre for free Kindle books.

 I look for what the
bestsellers are in my favorite
category.

 I don't browse on Amazon, I
only buy the books I need.
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republishing information from

this site.

Some links on this site may

be affiliate links. From time to

time, the Site includes

featured books and/or

product giveaways. Should

Writer's Fun Zone receive

compensation as a result of

featuring any such books or

giving away any such

product, that fact will be

disclosed.

In connection with the

operation of this Site, Writer's

Fun Zone features on the Web

Site affiliate links, including

links to Amazon.com

(“Affiliate Links”). Writer's Fun

Zone earns a commission

from the Affiliate Links which

commission is based on the

number of sales that are

made as a result of users of

the Web Site clicking over to

the Affiliate Link and

purchasing from the Affiliate

Link a product and/or service.
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